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ABSTRACT
Context. Outflows and jets are the first signposts of ongoing star formation processes in any molecular cloud, yet their study in optical
bands provides limited results due to the large extinction present. Near-infrared unbiased wide-field observations in the H2 1-0 S(1)
line at 2.122µm alleviates the problem, enabling us to detect more outflows and trace them closer to their driving sources.
Aims. As part of a large-scale multi-waveband study of ongoing star formation in the Braid Nebula Star Formation region, we focus
on a one square degree region that includes Lynds Dark Nebula 1003 and 1004. Our goal is to find all of the near-infrared outflows,
uncover their driving sources and estimate their evolutionary phase.
Methods. We use near-infrared wide-field observations obtained with WFCAM on UKIRT, in conjunction with previously-published
optical and archival MM data, to search for outflows and identify their driving sources; we subsequently use colour-colour analysis to
determine the evolutionary phase of each source.
Results. Within a one square degree field we have identified 37 complex MHOs, most of which are new. After combining our findings
with other wide-field, multi-waveband observations of the same region we were able to discern 28 outflows and at least 18 protostars.
Our analysis suggests that these protostars are younger and/or more energetic than those of the Taurus-Auriga region. The outflow
data enable us to suggest connection between outflow ejection and repetitive FU Ori outburst events. We also find that star formation
progresses from W to E across the investigated region.
Key words. stars: formation – ism: jets and outflows – ism: clouds
1. Introduction
This work is part of a multi-waveband and wide-field obser-
vational campaign to study the Braid Nebula Star Formation
region (Aspin et al. 2009), which is situated in the outskirts
of Cygnus OB7. The region is part of a dark and extended
(∼7◦ × 10◦ in size) filamentary complex known as Kh 141
(Khavtassi 1960), or TGU H541 (Dobashi et al. 2005). It is
sometimes called “The Northern Coalsack” and contains nu-
merous individually identified Lynds clouds (Lynds 1962). The
Braid Nebula Star Formation region, defined by the LDN 1003
and LDN 1004 clouds, extends over a degree field and encom-
passes one of the highest visual extinction regions in the Kh 141
complex.
There have been several estimates of the distance to
Cygnus OB7: Hiltner (1956) and Schmidt (1958) derived a dis-
tance of 740pc. A similar value was suggested by de Zeeuw
et al. (1999) using data from the Hipparcos Catalogue (although
their results were inconclusive due to the fact that there is a gi-
ant molecular cloud complex (e.g. Dame et al. 2001) at a dis-
tances of 500 to 1000pc which hampers optical population stud-
ies towards the Cygnus region). An alternative approach has
been implied by Plu¨schke et al. (2002) using the radioactive
decay of 26Al at 1.809 MeV together with the population syn-
thesis of the OB association members and Wolf-Rayet stars in
the region. Their analysis suggests a distance of 800±10pc for
the Cygnus OB7 association, which agrees well with the earlier
measurements and will therefore be assumed in our work.
The first study of the LDN 1003 molecular cloud dates back
to the discovery of a red nebulous object RNO 127 by Cohen
(1980) which eventually turned out to be a Herbig-Haro (HH
448) object (Melikian & Karapetian 2001). Later studies of the
region uncovered numerous Hα stars (Melikian & Karapetian
2001), optical and near-infrared HH objects and reflection neb-
ulae (Movsessian et al. 2003), one of which – the Braid Nebula
– was found to be associated with an FU Orionis (FU Ori) type
eruptive variable star (Movsessian et al. 2006).
Some 30′ west of RNO 127, Devine et al. (1997) found sev-
eral HH objects, two of which were associated with the bipolar
reflection nebula created by HH 381 IRS (IRAS 20568+5217).
This particular object did not receive attention until Reipurth
& Aspin (1997) studied it spectroscopically and found that it
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Fig. 1. Left panel: a wide-field DSS 2 Red image of the Braid Nebula Star Formation region. Right panel: a WFCAM narrow-band
H2 + continuum image of the same region. The box in the centre of the WFCAM image shows the extent of the area studied by
Movsessian et al. (2003). [In the online version - the left panel shows a colour composite view constructed from DSS 2 Blue (blue),
DSS 2 Red (green) and DSS 2 Infrared (red) images. The right panel shows a colour-composite view constructed from the WFCAM
J (blue), K (green) and H2 (red) bands.]
has many of the characteristics of an FU Ori type star. Further
spectroscopic observations supported this interpretation (Greene
et al. 2008) and a subsequent comparison of archival optical data
from DSS-1 (1953) and DSS-2 (1990) with more recent CCD
images demonstrated that HH 381 IRS had brightened consider-
ably over the last few decades. The presence of two FU Ori type
outburst stars in LDN 1003, along with numerous IRAS sources
(Movsessian et al. 2003), points to significant star formation ac-
tivity in this area. A follow-up unbiased, wide-field and multi-
waveband study of the region was warranted; this is a project
that our consortium is currently conducting.
The first stage in our exploration of the region was a near-
infrared spectroscopic study of the most significant sources and
nebulae (Aspin et al. 2009), where we confirmed the FU Ori
nature of both the Braid Nebula Star and HH 381 IRS and char-
acterised all of the observed 16 sources. Next we presented a
wide-field narrowband optical survey of the region (Magakian
et al. 2010), where we reported the discovery of 25 more HH ob-
jects and 12 individual outflows. The unbiased nature of the sur-
vey also enabled us to detect many reflection nebulae. In order
to relate the detected outflows with the driving sources hidden
behind the extended diffuse cloud filaments in LDN 1003 and
1004 we observed the region in CSO 1.1mm continuum (Aspin
et al. 2011). Our study revealed 55 cold dust clumps, some of
which (20%) coincide with IRAS sources found in the region,
the rest being starless. We also found that both FU Ori objects
are associated with strong millimetre emission.
In this paper we present our wide-field near-infrared H2 1-0
S(1) (2.122µm) line observations of the entire 1 square degree
field centred on the Braid Nebula. Our goal is to trace the out-
flows and jets emanating from the protostars. Due to the signif-
icant extinction present in the region it is difficult to relate out-
flows detected in the optical with candidate driving sources. The
influence of extinction is significantly lower in the near-infrared,
which enables us to detect more outflow features. By using H2
2.122µm emission as a tracer of jets and outflows, wide-field
narrow-band images may be used to pin-point the locations of
the driving sources. Moreover, they allow us to take a statisti-
cal approach when considering questions about the distribution
of Class 0/I protostars and Class II/III Young Stellar Objects
(YSOs), the interaction of these forming stars with their sur-
rounding environment, the overall star formation efficiency, and
the evolution of the region as a whole (e.g. Stanke et al. 2002;
Davis et al. 2007, 2009; Kumar et al. 2011).
In this paper Section 2 describes the observations and data
reduction, while Section 3 explains our results with an emphasis
on the multi-waveband data used in our work. In Section 4 we
discuss the outflows and their driving sources within the broader
prospective of the entire region and use features within the out-
flows of the two FU Ori outburst stars to trace their evolution.
We also search for gradients in star formation across the region.
Lastly, in Section 5 we summarise our findings and present our
main conclusions.
2. Observations and data reduction
2.1. WFCAM data
Wide-field near-infrared images of the Braid Nebula region were
obtained in July 2006, at the United Kingdom Infrared Telescope
(UKIRT1). The Wide-Field Camera (WFCAM) (Casali et al.
2007) was used with a narrow-band H2 1-0 S(1) and broad-band
J, H and K filters (see Hewett et al. 2006, for the filter descrip-
tions).
1 UKIRT is operated by the Joint Astronomy Centre on behalf of the
Science and Technology Facilities Council of the U.K.
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WFCAM houses four Teledyne HAWAII-2 2048×2048
HgCdTe detectors, each with a pixel scale of 0.4′′ that are
spaced by 94% in the focal plane. To achieve full coverage of
a 54′× 54′ area on the sky, four telescope pointings were used
with a five-point jitter pattern (6.4′′ spacing) at each pointing to
account for detector artefacts. To fully sample the seeing, at each
jitter position an additional 2×2 micro-stepped pattern was used,
shifting the array by N+1/2 pixels between each micro-step po-
sition. In the reduced images the pixel scale is therefore 0.2′′.
Integration times of 20 minutes and 40 minutes were reached in
the broad-band and narrow-band filters, respectively.
The raw images were pipeline processed by the Cambridge
Astronomical Survey Unit (CASU). The data reduction steps are
described in detail by Dye et al. (2006). All reduced WFCAM
data are archived at the WFCAM Science Archive (WSA2).
Pipeline processed data were visually inspected so that resid-
ual non-uniform surface brightness variations could be removed
before mosaics were constructed using the World Co-ordinate
System (WCS) embedded in the headers.
The final mosaics were inspected and found to be free of any
significant artefacts. Small, ring-like cross-talk features a few
pixels in diameter were evident in the data adjacent to bright and
saturated stars. These artefacts appear 8 and 16 pixels from each
bright stars along rows and columns and were therefore easily
identified and discarded during the several steps taken to detect
real H2 1-0 S(1) line features.
To identify line-emission features: (1) we used J, K and H2
images of the same field to create a false colour RGB image
in which H2 features appear extremely red in colour; the cross-
talk features stand-out due to their relative faintness in H2. (2)
we extracted image sections and produced continuum-subtracted
data by subtracting the scaled K band images from the narrow-
band H2 images; compact knots remain at the locations of field
stars due to imperfect subtraction, though these are easily distin-
guished from pure H2 line-emission features, which are typically
diffuse and/or extended. (3) each pair of H2 and K band image
sections were blinked together to confirm the validity of each
new H2 feature detection.
2.2. Supplementary and Archival data
In our analysis of the Braid Nebula region we compared near-
infrared H2 1-0 S(1) line data with optical Hα, [SII] and CSO
1.1mm observations that were presented and thoroughly de-
scribed in Magakian et al. (2010) and Aspin et al. (2011), re-
spectively. We have also used IRAS HiRes3 processed data of
the region.
For mid-infrared coverage AKARI/IRC data were obtained
from The AKARI/IRC mid-infrared all-sky survey catalogue
(Ishihara et al. 2010) where fluxes in Jy are presented for the
S9W (λ = 9µm) and L18W (λ = 18µm) bands. We used Tanabe´
et al. (2008) ZP flux densities of 56.262 and 12.001 Jy for S9W
and L18W bands, respectively, to calculate the appropriate mag-
nitudes. These are presented in the Table B.2. Only high quality
fluxes (quality flag 3) in S9W and L18W were used in our sub-
sequent analysis of the sources in the Braid Nebula region.
2 WSA is a part of the Wide Field Astronomy Unit (WFAU) hosted
by the Institute for Astronomy at the Royal Observatory, Edinburgh,
UK
3 HiRes uses the Maximum Correlation Method (MCM, Aumann
et al. 1990) to produce images with better than the nominal resolution
of the IRAS data.
Fig. 2. An H2 + continuum image of the V2494 Cyg outflow
is presented in the right, wide-field panel. Here the diamonds
and crosses indicate the positions of MHO and HH objects, re-
spectively. The solid-line box marks the area around MHO 901
and the V2494Cyg nebula that is shown in more detail top-
left. In this panel the grey-scale contours mark the CSO 1.1mm
data with values 40, 60, 80, 100, 140 and 180 mJy; the hashed
numbers label the designated CSO cores from Aspin et al.
(2011); the dashed-line circle shows the approximate extent of
the IRAS HiRes 25µm cores; the dashed-line and solid-line ar-
rows show the suspected and confirmed outflows, respectively.
The bottom-left panel shows a magnified view of V2494 Cyg
in Hα (Magakian et al. 2010) in which the HH 381jet can be
seen.
The 2MASS and AKARI/IRC catalogues for the entire re-
gion were cross-correlated using a positional uncertainty of 3′′.
In this way we were able to obtain photometry in multiple bands
for a near-complete population of sources in the field.
3. Results
Figure 1 shows the overall extent of the Braid Nebula star for-
mation region at optical and near-infrared wavelengths. Several
known dark clouds (LDN 1003 and 1004) and bright stars, as
3
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well as the Braid Nebula and IRAS 20568+5217 (also known
as HH 381 IRS) are marked. Our analysis of the entire one-
square-degree field reveales numerous outflow features in addi-
tion to our previous study of the region (Movsessian et al. 2003).
The details of the individual Molecular Hydrogen emission-line
Objects (MHO4) identified in the region are presented in the
Appendix A and D.
For better identification of the protostars and the outflow
driving sources in our surveyed region it is essential to probe
the region at mid-infrared wavelengths. The various photomet-
ric bands of the Spitzer/IRAC instrument (between 3 and 25µm)
are particularly sensitive to the young stellar content (Evans
et al. 2009). Unfortunately, at the time of writing, there were no
Spitzer observations covering or neighbouring our field of study.
This prevents us from making a detailed statistical and evolu-
tionary study. We have therefore used mid-infrared fluxes from
the AKARI/IRC catalogue. With these data we were are able to
probe the young stellar nature of the objects situated in the entire
surveyed region.
To aid in our quest to identify outflow driving sources we
firstly cross-correlate the available multi-waveband data for sus-
pected candidates following the example of Aspin et al. (2009).
These sources are presented in the Appendix B. Some of the can-
didates were already suggested as being young and active, based
on their proximity to HH objects (Devine et al. 1997; Magakian
et al. 2010) and their observed spectra (Aspin et al. 2009). In this
study, armed with the locations of newly-identified near-infrared
MHOs, in conjunction with the positions of recently-reported
HH objects (Magakian et al. 2010) and CSO 1.1mm cores (Aspin
et al. 2011), we are likewise able to associate young stars with
the outflows they power. Figure 2 shows one example, where we
confirm the 7pc bipolar outflow recently reported by Magakian
et al. (2010) and are able to suggest an extension to this flow
(MHO 900 and 904), making it over 10pc long and one of the
most significant outflows detected in the current region. The fact
that this outflow is powered by an FU Ori type eruptive variable
star (Aspin et al. 2009; Kazarovets et al. 2011) highlights the im-
portance of this find. Fig. 2 also shows the importance of using
multi-waveband data; in this case, by using IRAS 25µm band
data we are able to identify the source of the HH 965 optical
outflow (Magakian et al. 2010).
Figure 3 reveals yet another parsec-scale outflow (MHO 912
- 922) newly detected in near-infrared H2 1-0 S(1) emission.
There are three CSO 1.1mm cores in this sub-field (#7, #14 and
#20). Two seem to be associated with outflows: MHO 912-922
and MHO 918. Surprisingly, the brightest and most compact core
(#14) is not obviously associated with an MHO or HH outflow.
Core #7 is possibly associated with the Hα emission-line star
Cyg 19 (Melikian & Karapetian 1996), which we identify as the
driving source of this bipolar outflow.
Figure 4 shows the immediate surroundings of the Braid
Nebula. There is a considerable number of HH objects and
MHOs in this region. Identifying the driving sources of each
outflow is difficult; spectroscopic studies would help narrow
down the number of YSO candidates in the region. Here we
have yet another case of FU Ori type outburst star, V2495 Cyg
(Movsessian et al. 2006; Kazarovets et al. 2011), which illumi-
nates the Braid Nebula and drives the parsec-scale bipolar out-
flow (V2495 Cyg outflow). This region hosts a number of promi-
nent IRAS objects (dashed circles) and CSO 1.1mm cores (solid-
line contours) which most likely host several protostars.
4 http://www.jach.hawaii.edu/UKIRT/MHCat/ (Davis et al.
2010)
Fig. 3. Similar to Fig. 2 but for the region around Cyg19 Hα star
where MHO 912, 915, 918 and 922 were detected.
Fig. 4. Similar to Fig. 2 but for the region around the Braid
Nebula where numerous HHs and MHOs were detected. Solid-
line and dashed-line arrows show confirmed and suspected
outflows, respectively. Cometary Nebulae (CN) reported by
Magakian et al. (2010) are marked for reference.
A complete and detailed description of the other regions
where outflows are detected is presented in Appendix C and D;
in these appendices each MHO and its association with neigh-
bouring MHOs and YSOs is described in detail. Here in Table 1
we present only an overview of each region, where the first col-
4
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Table 1. List of outflows and their properties
Driving Outflow Projecteda P.A.b L2.12c
Source Components Length (pc) (degs) ×10−3L
Z20566+5213 HH 695NE knot+bow, HH 965SW knot+bow 0.35 0.33 47±5 . . .
V2494 Cyg MHO 900, HH 967, HH 966, HH 381jet, MHO 901, MHO 902, MHO 904 4.67 5.60 174±5 28.77
I20575+5221 MHO 906A, B and C, HH 968 1.06 0.35 38±5 9.17
core #44 MHO 907, MHO 909, MHO 910 0.70 0.70 10±5 59.11
I20575+5210 MHO 908, HH 974, MHO 903 0.23 0.69 95±5 61.63
I20575+5210 HH 971, HH 972, HH 973 0.56 0.29 0±5 . . .
CN6 (core #51) MHO 911 (HH 627A) 0.21 . . . 140±5 28.32
R20582+5221 HH 627C, HH 627D 0.19 . . . 228±5 . . .
I20583+5228 MHO 913A, B and C 0.10 0.10 150±5 7.14
CN3N HH 628 0.48 . . . 165±5 . . .
Cyg19 MHO 912, MHO 915, MHO 922 1.02 1.27 54±5 109.19
CN2 MHO 917, HH 630A 0.26 0.14 129±5 3.28
IRAS 15N MHO 914, HH 976knot, MHO 923C and D 0.55 0.83 30±5 56.28
I20588+5221 MHO 918 0.29 . . . 252±5 1.70
V2495 Cyg HH 629, MHO 916, MHO 924, MHO 927 0.76 1.37 55±5 15.46
CN1 HH 632jet+knot A 0.20 . . . 0±5 . . .
core #33 MHO 923A and B, MHO 926 0.55 0.55 135±5 44.74
IRAS 14 MHO 925 0.19 . . . 185±5 3.15
I21005+5217 MHO 928, MHO 929, MHO 933 0.28 0.56 130±25 11.73
I21005+5217 MHO 930, MHO 935 0.20 0.46 35±5 10.75
Suspected Outflows
. . . MHO 905 . . . . . . 45±15 1.06
core #44(?) HH 969 0.35 . . . 280±15 . . .
IRAS 15N MHO 919, MHO 921, HH 977 0.25 0.20 160±5 15.89
IRAS 15N MHO 920, MHO 921C, HH 631A and B 0.27 0.22 9±5 11.37
core #26 MHO 936 0.19 . . . 219±15 13.17
core #15 MHO 931 1.15 . . . 127±5 6.09
core #8 MHO 932 0.70 . . . 70±15 28.12
core #40 MHO 934 1.74 . . . 310±15 3.05
Notes. A table presenting a list of outflows detected in our studied region with their characteristics (cf. Sect. 3). (a) Sizes of two separate lobes (if
observed) calculated assuming a distance of 800 pc to the region. (b) Position Angle of the outflow (with error) measured East of North. (c) The
luminosity is calculated by summing the de-reddened H2 1-0 S(1) line flux values for the individual components presented in Table A.1 and
converting these fluxes into a luminosity assuming a distance of 800 pc.
umn lists the driving sources followed by the names of individual
components in the second column. The third and fourth columns
give separate lobe lengths for each outflow in parsecs. The fifth
column lists the outflow orientation measured East of North in
degrees, while the sixth column lists the H2 1-0 S(1) line lumi-
nosity in units of L for the entire outflow. The luminosity was
calculated by combining the extinction corrected H2 1-0 S(1) lu-
minosity values for each individual MHO in the outflow. The
extinction values used in the calculation (see Tab. A.1 for more
details) were obtained from the near-infrared extinction map dis-
cussed later in (Sec. 4).
The observations described above reveal the extent of out-
flow activity in this region. At least 28 outflows are identified
(Tab. 1) of which 15 are bipolar and 5 monopolar. There are eight
additional cases (two bipolar and six monopolar) where there is
some ambiguity and further studies are essential. The two uncon-
firmed bipolar outflows possibly emanating from IRAS 15N (see
Sect. C.6) are difficult to confirm without further high-resolution
imaging and spectroscopy due to the very complicated nature of
the surrounding environment (Fig. 4). Finally, we suggest that
the locations of the MHO 931 and 932 driving sources are co-
incident with cores #15 and #8, respectively (Figure 5), while
the bow-shock MHO 934 is probably driven by core #40 or even
core #43 (but obviously not by HD 200594).
4. Discussion
4.1. Outflow parameters
Figure 5 reveals the map of visual extinction (AV ) for the entire
surveyed field, where the positions of MHOs and HH objects
are marked and the directions of associated outflows indicated.
YSO positions are overlaid together with CSO 1.1mm and IRAS
HiRes contours. The outflow features are generally confined to
the main high-extinction regions, namely LDN 1003 and 1004,
where most of the molecular material is located. The combined
representation of AV and CSO 1.1mm illustrates all of the dust
contained in the region, since for the higher extinction regions
the AV map is less sensitive to high column density structures,
in contrast to the CSO 1.1mm map which is more sensitive in
these regions (Kirk et al. 2006; Davis et al. 2008).
Figure 6 shows the distribution of outflow lobe lengths un-
corrected for flow inclination angle. We observe a range of flow
lengths, from 0.1 pc (I20583+5228) to 1.37 pc (V2495 Cyg).
The distribution peaks at around 0.3 pc. The mean value of the
distribution without the V2494 Cyg outflow components, which
differs substantially from the majority of flows detected in the
region, is about 0.5 pc. If we assume a flow inclination angle
of 45 degrees to the line of sight, then the mean outflow single-
lobe length is 0.71 pc. It would take at least 13,800 years for an
outflow with a constant speed of 50 km s−1 to propagate over
this distance, assuming a uniform density medium (Arce et al.
5
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Fig. 5. An AV map of the surveyed region constructed from WFCAM J, H and K band data using the technique described in Rowles
& Froebrich (2009). The overlaid grey-scaled contours are from IRAS HiRes 100µm data; these increase from 10% of the local
field maximum in steps of 10%. Filled contours represent the CSO 1.1mm data with values of 40, 60, 100 and 180 mJy. The hashed
numbers are the designated CSO core numbers from Aspin et al. (2011). Sources described and discussed in Sect. 4.2 are presented
using the same symbols as in Fig. 9. The sources with the most positive values of α are marked with a larger and darker-coloured
symbol; the objects with the most negative values of α are marked with a smaller and lighter-coloured symbol. The outflows listed
in Tab. 1 are indicated with solid-line arrows; suspected flows are marked with dashed-line arrows.
2007). This mean dynamical age (∼104 yr) for the outflows in
the Braid Nebula region is comparable to the duration of the
low-mass protostellar phase, as derived from statistical studies
of the protostellar populations in a number star formation re-
gions. These studies indicate a protostellar lifetime of 104−105
years (Froebrich et al. 2006; Hatchell et al. 2007; Enoch et al.
2008; Davis et al. 2009). Our estimate of the mean flow lifetime
also indicates that, in the Braid Nebula Region, we are observing
a recent phase of star formation.
Evans et al. (2009) predict a longer time-span for the proto-
stellar phase, of the order of 105−106 years. This may indicate
that most of our outflows are driven by very early phase (Class 0
or Class I) protostars. However, as we discuss later, this may not
be the case. Instead, we may be underestimating the mean flow
dynamical age; we may not be detecting the terminating shocks
of the outflows when they leave the main high-extinction ridge-
like structure associated with the Braid Nebula region (Fig. 5)
and therefore may be underestimating the mean flow length. In
reality, the apparent filamentary structure of the molecular cloud
in Fig. 5 suggests a more clumpy environment, which would re-
sult in the detection of outflow features (HH objects and MHOs)
only when there is sufficiently dense ambient molecular mate-
rial to interact with. Such a scenario has been reported in sev-
eral similar wide-field studies: of Corona Australis (Kumar et al.
2011), Orion (Davis et al. 2009) and the DR21 region (Davis
et al. 2007). Furthermore, the distance to the region would im-
pose a lower limit for the detected outflow lengths, preventing a
proper statistical analysis. Therefore any attempt to characterise
the outflow lengths should be interpreted with caution.
For outflow orientation angles (Tab. 1) we performed a
Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test which gave us 95% probability
that our distribution is drawn from a homogeneously distributed
sample. Any further attempts to get a correlation between out-
flow position angles and the orientations of the long axes of
associated IRAS sources or CSO 1.1mm cores was thought to
be premature at this stage, due to the low statistical sample in
6
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Fig. 6. Histogram of the outflow lobe lengths, measured in par-
secs and arc-minutes, as listed in Tab. 1. The filled histogram
bars exclude the questionable outflows (identified in Tab. 1),
which are represented by the hatched bars.
Fig. 7. Distribution of outflow position angles (P.A.) measured
East of North (see Tab. 1). The filled histogram bars shows all
of the detected outflows; the hatched bars show only the bipolar
outflows.
our possession. However, our current analysis does seem to sug-
gest that there is no preferable outflow orientation in the region
(Fig. 7), as is found to be the case in many other regions (e.g.
Orion: Davis et al. 2009).
Table 1 also lists the luminosity of the outflows in H2 1-0
S(1) line emission, corrected for the extinction. The missing val-
ues correspond to the few cases (six out of 28) when outflows
were only detected at optical wavelengths. These flows could
produce H2 1-0 S(1) line emission that is fainter than our detec-
tion limit of ∼10−7 W m−2 calculated in a standard 5′′aperture,
which would corresponds to ∼ 0.2× 10−3 L per outflow compo-
nent (without an extinction correction). In a few cases (eight out
of the 22 remaining) outflows are only partially detected in H2
1-0 S(1) line: for example, sometimes one of the bipolar outflow
lobes is traced by optical HH objects, without any correspond-
ing near-infrared shock features (MHOs). In these cases we still
present the integrated luminosities of one lobe (if it is detected
in the NIR) in Tab. 1, but regard these values as a lower limit
in our subsequent determination of the outflow power necessary
to drive these shocks using bow shock models (cf. Smith 1991;
Smith et al. 2003) or hydrodynamic simulations (cf. Smith &
Rosen 2005; Smith et al. 2007).
As a comparison, the outflows detected in Orion (Stanke
et al. 2002), which is half the distance to the Braid Nebula re-
gion, range from 0.04 to 20 × 10−3 L, while the faintest out-
flows detected in DR 21 (Davis et al. 2007), which is about four
times further than our region, have luminosities of about 30 ×
10−3 L in H2 1-0 S(1) line. Sensitivity limitations affect the
completeness of statistical samples of outflows, since we tend
to detect only the luminous ones as we observe more distant re-
gions.
The force of the outflows from protostars (Class 0/I sources)
is correlated with the bolometric luminosity over several orders
of magnitude (Beuther et al. 2002). For protostars, the bolomet-
ric luminosity (Lbol) is dominated by the energy released through
accretion, expressed as the accretion luminosity (Lacc). In order
to reliably determine or give an estimate of this value, more thor-
ough modelling is required, based on a well sampled Spectral
Energy Distribution (SED) for each source. Unfortunately, our
current SED coverage for the driving source candidates in the
Braid Nebula Region is quite limited (see Tab. B.2). This pre-
vents us from obtaining reliable estimates for source bolometric
luminosities. However, as an approximation, we could connect
the outflow power to the Lbol of the driving source, using the
known correlation with outflow force (and a weak velocity de-
pendence).
However, the accretion rate also depends on the evolution-
ary phase. For low-mass stars, the most luminous outflows are
generally driven from the youngest (Class 0/I) protostars in the
same mass range (Stanke 2003) due to the high early accretion
rate. The outflow power and the observed luminosity would then
decrease with the evolutionary age due to the diminishing accre-
tion rate. However, this relation is also strongly dependent on the
mass of the protostar itself, with the more massive sources possi-
bly increasing their accretion rates as they evolve through these
early stages (e.g. the accelerated accretion model of McKee &
Tan 2003). In this case, luminous outflows could be detected
even from the relatively evolved massive protostellar sources.
Some of the known outflows from massive protostars have
substantially higher luminosities than their low-mass counter-
parts. For example, IRAS 05358+3543 (Beuther et al. 2002)
drives the N1-N6 outflow (MHO 1401-1406) which in H2 1-
0 S(1) line emission has a luminosity of 136 × 10−3 L
(Khanzadyan et al. 2004), while the IRAS 20126+4104 jet MHO
860 (Caratti o Garatti et al. 2008) produces an H2 1-0 S(1) line
luminosity of 128 × 10−3 L. By comparison, the well known
low-mass Class 0 protostellar outflows, HH 212 and HH 211,
have luminosities in H2 1-0 S(1) emission of 6.9 and 3.4 × 10−3
L, respectively (Stanke et al. 2002). The outflows in the Braid
Nebula region on average have higher luminosities than would
be expected from low-mass protostars (Tab. 1). This would sug-
gest that our outflows are being driven by at least intermediate
mass or possible even high mass protostars.
Lastly, in Fig. 8 we look for a relationship between the
H2 1-0 S(1) line luminosity of the flows (Tab. 1) with the
near- to mid-infrared spectral slope (α) of the driving source
(Tab. 2). Discussion of source spectral slopes will be presented
in Sect. 4.2; here we simply assume that α is an indication of the
age of the source, where higher values correspond to younger
driving sources (simply because there is more dust around the
source). The original scheme described in (Greene et al. 1994)
regards values between -0.3 and 0.3 as flat spectrum sources and
values greater than 0.3 as Class I sources. Since Class 0 sources
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Fig. 8. A plot showing the dependence of the near- to mid-
infrared spectral slope (α) to the luminosity of the associated
outflow derived from the H2 1-0 S(1) line flux. The vertical
hatched area around α = 3 shows the upper tentative border for
the Class I and 0 protostars according to Lada (1987); the verti-
cal dashed line at α = 0.3 indicates the border between Class I
and Flat Spectra type sources according to Greene et al. (1994).
The error for the flux values was assumed to be of the order of
20%. The solid line represents the derived best-fit for the plotted
data points of the form: y = (26.5± 2.9)x− (8.8± 4.6) with χ2 =
77.6.
(which are thought to be younger than Class I objects) do not
have any emission in the mid-infrared, we assume a tentative
value of α ∼ 3 for the border between Class 0 and Class I ob-
jects (Lada 1987), the latter having α < 3.
The best-fit line shown on Fig. 8 indicates a dependency be-
tween outflow power and the evolutionary state of the driving
source. The younger the system is the higher the overall out-
flow luminosity in H2 1-0 S(1) line emission, which means the
more energetic and more powerful the outflow is. The power of
the outflows, on the other hand, decreases as the protostar ages
which would seem to be a logical conclusion since a similar pat-
tern is observed in low-mass outflows (Stanke 2003). However,
the fit to the data in Fig. 8 is relatively poor. This could be due
to the different masses and multiplicity of the driving sources.
There are several other factors which could have an influence on
the data: erroneous extinction calculations towards the outflow
components, the somewhat uncertain distance estimate to the re-
gion, and questionable spectral slope (α) determinations using
the AKARI bands.
A more comprehensive approach to the outflow luminosity
analysis is essential to test the relationship between protostel-
lar evolutionary phase and outflow flux. In particular, a corre-
lation between outflow luminosity and the bolometric luminos-
ity, Lbol, of the driving source may exist. Such a correlation
has been demonstrated for low-mass protostars and their out-
flows (Caratti o Garatti et al. 2008); does this relationship extend
towards intermediate and high-mass protostars? Unfortunately
the current limited dataset for the driving sources in the Braid
Nebula region (Tab. B.1) limits the accuracy of our Lbol determi-
nations, although additional observing campaigns are underway
to fill the existing gaps in the source SEDs.
Fig. 9. A near-infrared J - H vs. H - KS colour-colour diagram
for sources in the studied field with high quality (q = 3)
AKARI/IRC fluxes. Values are plotted in the 2MASS photomet-
ric system; the main sequence, dwarf and giant loci, as well as
the CTTS loci (Meyer et al. 1997), are drawn along with redden-
ing vectors. The colour bar and the size of the circles indicate
the value of spectral slope (α) calculated over the K to 9µm or K
to 18µm range of the SED (see Sect. 4.2 for an explanation).
4.2. Protostellar content
A first look at the multi-waveband source association (Tab. B.1)
reaffirms some of the suggestions for the driving sources (16 out
of 24) due to their detections in the mid-infrared range which
is indicative of a circumstellar disk. In relatively few cases (14
objects) the driving source candidates are detected in the far-
infrared to millimetre range which tends to be when the source is
embedded and young. Core #44 and IRAS 20575+5210 sources
are only detectable in the far-infrared to millimetre range which
is indicative of a very young, probably Class 0 stage protostar
pending further confirmation.
In order to determine the protostellar content of the stud-
ied region we cross-correlated the near-infrared 2MASS Ks and
mid-infrared AKARI/IRC (9 and 18µm) catalogues using only
the high quality photometric measurements. This resulted in the
detection of 76 sources with both Ks and S9W band measure-
ments. Of these 76 sources, only 22 have L18W band data. We
performed the same procedure using our WFCAM K band pho-
tometric catalogue5 and obtained identical results because of
the overall low sensitivity of the AKARI/IRC measurements.
Finally, we have also included some additional sources which
have no AKARI/IRC match but are suspected of being a driving
source due to their locations relative to HH objects and MHOs.
In Figure 9 we present a near-infrared J - H vs. H - Ks colour-
colour diagram where only the outflow driving sources and
the suspected candidates are marked for clarity. The majority
of the sources appear to be relatively reddened main-sequence
stars. Most of the outflow driving sources exhibit typical CTTS
colour characteristics with some amount of extinction (Meyer
et al. 1997). Some sources, like IRAS 14, IRAS 20588+5221 and
core #33 (not shown due to H - Ks=5.95) stand-out as being in-
trinsically red.
5 The detailed description of our WFCAM near-infrared broad-band
dataset will be presented elsewhere, but for the current work we used the
catalogue in a few cases to obtain better estimates of the near-infrared
photometric measurements or limiting magnitudes for J and H bands.
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Fig. 10. Near- to mid-infrared colour-colour diagrams for the
same sources as plotted in Fig. 9. Top panel: a J - KS vs. KS -
S9W colour-colour diagram (Takita et al. 2010) for all sources
found in the one-square-degree field with valid near-IR fluxes
in the 2MASS catalogue and 9µm fluxes in the AKARI/IRC
catalogue (Fig. 1). The arrow shows the interstellar extinction
vector estimated from the Weingartner & Draine (2001) Milky
Way model for RV = 3.1. Dashed-line and solid-line parallelo-
grams show the distribution of CTTSs in the Taurus-Auriga re-
gion (Takita et al. 2010) and the distribution of driving sources in
our region, respectively. Bottom panel: a J - KS vs. KS - L18W
colour-colour diagram similar to the top panel, but for sources
with valid JHKS fluxes in the 2MASS catalogue and 18µm fluxes
in the AKARI/IRC catalogue. Colour-bars and symbol sizes in-
dicate the magnitude of the spectral slope (α).
In Figure 10(top) we show a near- to mid-infrared J -
Ks vs. Ks - S9W colour-colour diagram for the same sources
plotted in Figure 9. Here one can clearly see the main-sequence
stars which occupy a distinct region to the left of the plot, as
noted by Takita et al. (2010). The population of outflow driv-
ing sources in the Braid Nebula region are enclosed by a par-
allelogram; this parallelogram is clearly shifted with respect to
the CTTS stars observed in the Taurus-Auriga complex, which
are indicated by the dashed-line parallelogram. Although the ap-
parent shift in the average colours of the Braid nebula sources
could be due to increased extinction along the line of sight to the
region (the Braid is more distant than Taurus-Auriga, by a fac-
tor of ∼2), many of the sources are redder in Ks-S9W and Ks-
Fig. 11. A histogram showing the distribution of spectral slope
(α) for the sources with valid fluxes in the 2MASS and
AKARI/IRC catalogues for the entire one-square-degree field.
Slopes derived using K to 9µm photometry and K to 18µm data
are plotted separately using filled and hatched histogram bars, re-
spectively. Protostellar classifications are also indicated follow-
ing Greene et al. (1994) and Evans et al. (2009).
L18W. The position of the dashed-line parallelogram on the dia-
gram suggests the presence of excess radiation at or around 9µm,
which is generally consistent with the presence of accreting disk.
Three of the driving sources (IRAS 14, IRAS 20588+5221 and
core #33) appear extremely red on the J - K vs. K - S9W diagram.
These three sources may be particularly young, or they may sim-
ply be viewed “edge-on” (i.e. with their outflow axes close to the
plane of the sky).
Fig. 10 (bottom) shows a J - K vs. K - L18W colour-colour di-
agram. Only sources with a clear AKARI/IRC 18µm detection
are plotted. This diagram further highlights the reddening and
extreme youth of IRAS 14, IRAS 20588+5221 and core #33. The
excess radiation at mid-IR wavelengths from their protostellar
envelopes is particularly strong. The shifted between the Taurus-
Auriga CTTSs and the Braid Nebula region driving sources is
also more extreme in this figure.
Our colour-colour analysis of the sources in the studied
region reveals the apparent protostellar nature of the driving
sources. It also appears to show the deficit of CTTSs in the
region. However, in our view this is a result of observational
bias. The limited sensitivity of the AKARI/IRC data (0.05Jy in
9µm and 0.09Jy in 18µm) and the larger interstellar extinction
towards the Braid Nebula would prevent the detection of many
of the CTTSs, which in general would have a mid-infrared flux
that is below our detection limit. Alternatively, this could indi-
cate that Braid Nebula Star Formation region hosts more ener-
getic (two FU Ori type stars) and relatively massive protostars
than that of the Taurus-Auriga system.
The Spectral Index (α), the slope of the SED calculated be-
tween 2 to 20µm, is another useful method for determining the
protostellar evolutionary phase (Lada 1987). This method has
been revised and adjusted several times (Greene et al. 1994) to
explain some of the new details emerging from recent multi-
waveband large scale studies (e.g. Evans et al. 2009). Here we
use the same approach (Greene et al. 1994) and calculate the
spectral slope of the SED for the sources in the studied region.
Figure 11 shows a histogram of near- to mid-infrared Spectral
Slope values for all of the sources found in the Braid Nebula re-
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Table 2. Information pertaining to the evolutionary stage of the outflow source candidates
Source RA Dec α18a α9a Outfl.
Name (2000.0) (2000.0) (K-L18W) (K-S9W) Classb Det. Comment
Z20566+5213 20:58:11.41 +52:25:27.9 . . . . . . . . . Y no AKARI
V2494Cyg 20:58:21.10 +52:29:27.9 1.07(±0.22) 1.32 I Y
I20573+5221 20:58:50.09 +52:32:54.3 -0.18(±0.25) -0.47 F Y
CN5 20:59:04.19 +52:21:44.8 . . . . . . . . . N no AKARI
core #44 20:59:04.72 +52:31:38.2 . . . . . . 0? Y no NIR+MIR
I20575+5210 20:59:07.63 +52:22:21.7 . . . . . . 0? Y no NIR+MIR
CN4 20:59:08.95 +52:22:39.2 . . . . . . . . . N no AKARI
CN6N 20:59:40.01 +52:34:36.2 . . . -1.68 III? N field
CN6(core #51) 20:59:40.72 +52:34:13.6 0.47(±0.21) 0.71 I Y
R20582+5221 20 59 46.20 +52 33 21.6 0.23(±0.05) 0.17 F Y
I20583+5228 20:59:51.85 +52:40:20.6 0.45(±0.07) 0.36 I Y
CN3N 21:00:03.77 +52:34:29.0 -0.31(±0.12) -0.18 II Y
Cyg 19 21:00:11.59 +52:18:17.2 . . . . . . 0? Y no AKARI
CN2 21:00:16.61 +52:26:22.9 . . . . . . . . . Y no AKARI
CN8 21:00:19.04 +52:27:28.2 -0.11(±0.06) -0.18 F ?
IRAS 15N 21:00:21.41 +52:27:09.5 0.69(±0.04) 0.74 I Y
I20588+5221 21:00:21.43 +52:22:57.1 1.66(±0.63) 2.38 I Y
V2495Cyg 21:00:25.38 +52:30:15.5 0.87(±0.03) 0.90 I Y
CN1 21:00:35.30 +52:33:26.0 0.67(±0.21) 0.42 I Y
core #33 21:00:38.80 +52:27:58.0 1.96(±0.55) 2.58 I Y
IRAS 14 21:00:42.38 +52:26:00.7 1.31(±0.18) 1.52 I Y
21015977+5220127 21:01:59.77 +52:20:12.7 . . . -1.95 III? N field
I21005+5217 21:02:05.47 +52:28:54.4 0.92(±0.07) 1.00 I Y
HD 200594 21:02:23.91 +52:34:32.9 . . . . . . . . . N no AKARI
Notes. This table lists the evolutionary phase for the sources highlighted in Figs. 9 and 10. The classification follows closely the Greene et al.
(1994) scheme where Class III sources have α < -1.6, Class II have -1.6 . α < -0.3, F or Flat Spectrum sources -0.3 . α < 0.3 and Class I sources
have 0.3 . α. (a) Spectral Indices are calculated between K and 9µm and, where possible, between K and 18µm. Errors are presented for the former
only since between K and 9µm a simple linear fit is applied. (b) The spectral class is derived from α18; α9 is used if 18µm AKARI data are not
available.
gion with valid 2MASS and AKARI/IRC fluxes. The filled his-
togram bars (Fig. 11) show the distribution of sources with α cal-
culated between K and 9µm; the hatched histogram bars shows
the distribution for sources with values calculated between K and
18µm. The vertical dashed lines mark the ranges in α that cor-
respond to the various protostellar phases (Greene et al. 1994).
This plot also aids in distinguishing the protostellar content of
the Braid Nebula Star Formation Region. We see two separate
distributions, one tracing the younger stellar content (-1 < α <
3) and the other the more evolved or most likely background
objects (-1 < α < -3).
In Table 2 we list the driving source candidates with their
coordinates along with values for the fitted Spectral Index (α)
measured between K and 18µm (α18) and K and 9µm (α9). We
also list the associated source classification using α18 following
Greene et al. (1994). It is worth noting here that this classifica-
tion scheme has never been tested with AKARI/IRC fluxes and
consequently the reliability of the procedure is unknown. The
value of α can be different when one of the AKARI/IRC fluxes is
missing. In such cases the source could be miss-classified, so the
current results should be used with some degree of caution and,
if possible, with the positional information of the sources with
respect to dense cores in the region. Never-the-less, the statistics
suggest that most molecular outflows are associated with Class I
protostars, in agreement with many similar studies (e.g. Orion
Davis et al. 2009). Further multi-waveband analysis and SED
modelling will be carried-out in our continued study of these
sources to determine the exact parameters and the evolutionary
stage of the protostars in the studied region.
4.3. Outflows from FU Ori stars
The Braid Nebula Region contains two FU Ori type outburst
stars (Aspin et al. 2009), V2494 Cyg and V2495 Cyg, both of
which drive parsec-scale outflows traced by chains of HH ob-
jects and MHOs (Table 1). The association of outflows with
FU Ori type outburst stars is not unusual. More than half of
the 20 known FU Ori objects drive collimated jets, and almost
all have been shown to possess powerful winds (Reipurth et al.
2010). The energy fluxes of the outflows from FU Ori objects far
exceed the luminosities of the pre-outburst stars (Calvet 1998).
The outflows must therefore be powered by accretion. This re-
sult is consistent with the strong correlation between measured
mass-loss rates and accretion rates (Hartmann 2009).
FU Ori outbursts are believed to be connected to periods
of increased accretion (in which the accretion rate may reach
as high as 10−4 M yr−1; Hartmann & Kenyon 1985, 1996).
An FU Ori object may experience hundreds of outbursts (Covey
et al. 2011; Miller et al. 2011). During these outbursts the cen-
tral object may gain as much as 10% to 25% of its final mass
(Herbig 1977; Hartmann & Kenyon 1996; Greene et al. 2008).
The time-scale between FU Ori outbursts is typically of the order
of 103 years (Hartmann 2009). There are, however, subtle differ-
ences between the observed light curves of some objects (see
Reipurth et al. 2010, for the details). A number of mechanisms
may therefore be at work. These include: a pile-up of infalling
matter in the disk which, when accreted, results in a short-lived
outburst (e.g., Hartmann & Kenyon 1996; Zhu et al. 2009); disk
thermal instabilities (Bell & Lin 1994; Armitage et al. 2001);
disk fragmentation processes (Vorobyov & Basu 2006, 2010);
and disk perturbations caused by a planet (Clarke et al. 2005), a
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close encounter with a companion in an eccentric orbit (Bonnell
& Bastien 1992; Artymowicz & Lubow 1996), or an encounter
with another member of a dense star cluster (Pfalzner 2008).
Distinguishing between these models is observationally very dif-
ficult. Even so, based on the symmetry often observed in HH
jets and MHO outflows (HH 212 is the most striking example,
though this jet is not known to be driven by an FU Ori object),
one may at least make a crude estimate of the time-scale between
outburst events.
It is not unreasonable to assume that the FU Ori objects
found in the Braid Nebula region, V2494 Cyg and V2495 Cyg,
have undergone several outbursts in the last ∼105 years. The
HH objects and MHOs detected in the bipolar flow lobes as-
sociated with each young star probably represent a fossil record
of these outburst events. V2494 Cyg drives an outflow, traced
by HH 381/966/967 and MHO 900-904 (see e.g. Fig. 2 and
Table 1) that extends over ∼10 pc; the V2495 Cyg outflow ex-
tends over almost 3 pc when measured from end-to-end and
likewise includes a number of HH objects (HH 629) and MHOs
(MHO 916/924/927: Table 1). Features seen in the opposing
lobes of each bipolar outflow that are at equal distances from the
driving source may be associated with the same outburst event.
For example, MHO 900 and 904 are roughly equidistant from
the driving source, V2494 Cyg. The propagation speeds of these
shock fronts have not been measured, though MHOs typically
possess proper motions of ∼102 km s−1 (e.g. Davis et al. 2009),
while similar tangential velocities have been measured for HH
objects (e.g. Eisloffel 1994). The dynamical ages of MHO 900
and 904 (i.e. the time for each shock front to propagate over
the observed distance from V2494 Cyg) are of the order of 105
years. This means that V2494 Cyg has been outbursting for at
least 100,000 years.
MHO 902 and HH 966 may be associated with a more re-
cent outburst event from V2494 Cyg; with an average distance
of 2.7 pc, their dynamical ages are of the order of 104 years.
Closer to the source, MHO 901 has an estimated dynamical age
of 3.5×103 yrs (although no corresponding feature is detected in
the opposing outflow lobe). The HH 381 jet is the shock feature
closest to the central source (Magakian et al. 2010). Assuming
the same propagation speed, the jet length indicates a dynamical
time scale of ∼75 years. Since V2494 Cyg is currently undergo-
ing an outburst, the time scale between (recent) outbursts may
be as short as ∼100 years.
Similar analysis is possible for the Braid star, V2495 Cyg
(the most distant knot, MHO 927B/HH 635, corresponds to an
age of 3×104 yrs, MHO 924 and HH 635 knots F and G cor-
respond to 7.5×103 years, HH 635E to 4.5×103 years, and
HH 635D to 2.3×103 years), although no HH objects/compact
jet or MHOs are observed very close to the driving source. We
stress, however, that the ambient medium may affect the “flow
lengths” measured here. The propagation distances are not cor-
rected for inclination angle, and not all shock working surfaces
may be visible (some features may be too faint and/or may be
hidden by extinction). At best, these estimates are probably only
accurate to within an order of magnitude.
4.4. Star formation in the region: An Updated picture
The star formation activity within the studied region (Fig. 1) has
been proven numerous times in our previous works (Movsessian
et al. 2003, 2006; Aspin et al. 2009, 2011; Magakian et al. 2010).
In this current study, which focuses on the near-infrared outflows
and their driving sources, we add another layer to the existing
information on the region. These new data undoubtedly lead to a
broader picture of star formation activity occurring in the Braid
Nebula region.
Careful examination of the surveyed region using the new
results discussed in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 show a clear associa-
tion between the outflows, their driving sources and the main re-
gions of high extinction, namely LDN 1003 and 1004 (cf. Fig. 1).
These high-AV regions extend roughly North-West to South-East
and broadly speaking coincide with HiRes 100µm emission fea-
tures and CSO 1.1mm peaks, as can be seen in Fig. 5. There is
a general correlation between the CSO 1.1mm emission and AV
data (Aspin et al. 2009), the AV data being more sensitive to the
low extinct areas, whereas the CSO 1.1mm emission traces the
very high extinction areas (Kirk et al. 2006; Davis et al. 2008).
Somewhat surprisingly there is a large 1.1 mm dust core 10-20′
north of LDN 1004 that does not coincide with a region of high
extinction or any young stars or outflow features (HH objects or
MHOs). This peak may be too diffuse to produce star forming
cores; note also that the AV map is higher-resolution than the
CSO data.
There seems to be a distinct difference between the
LDN 1003 and 1004 regions in general. The AV map in Fig. 5
suggests that LDN 1004 has more diffuse and extended struc-
ture, while LDN 1003 is more filamentary. There is less extended
IRAS HiRes 100µm emission in LDN 1003 than in the East
(LDN 1004) and north-east, where there are isolated patches of
IRAS HiRes 100µm emission. This indicates that the area could
still be gravitationally unbound or located further away.
While most of the outflows (23 out of 28) are being driven
from protostars in LDN 1003, we were able to detect only five
outflows emanating from sources located in LDN 1004. The
same stark difference is evident when one considers the proto-
stellar content, where most of the identified protostars are lo-
cated in the LDN 1003 cloud (Fig. 5).
The differences outlined above suggest that LDN 1003 is go-
ing through an active phase of star formation. By comparison,
star formation may be just starting in LDN 1004, as evidenced
by the low number of outflows and protostars detected there.
The extended diffuse gas traced by IRAS HiRes 100µm emission
could eventually form dense cores from which a new generation
of protostars could form. Based on our suite of observations of
the region, we are not able to state conclusively why star forma-
tion started in LDN 1003 earlier than in LDN 1004. All of the
evidence seems to suggest that star formation is moving from
LDN 1003 toward LDN 1004.
Finally, we caution that the observed differences between
LDN 1003 and LDN 1004 could simply be a result of LDN 1004
being located further away than LDN 1003. For this to explain
the apparent paucity of star formation in LDN 1004, it would
need to be at least twice as far away as LDN 1003. There is no
evidence for this in the literature.
5. SUMMARY
We have studied a one-square-degree field centred on the Braid
Nebula using the near-infrared H2 1-0 S(1) line to trace the out-
flows and shocks driven by the many young stars found in the
region (Aspin et al. 2009). Our analysis is complemented by op-
tical Hα and [SII] observations of HH shocks Magakian et al.
(2010) as well as archival multi-waveband photometry datasets.
Our main findings and conclusion are as follows:
1. We have detected 37 complex MHOs comprising 79 indi-
vidual knots and bow shocks; 32 of the 79 H2 features are
associated with optical HH objects. This significant increase
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in the number of detected outflow features is expected due to
the considerable optical extinction present in the area.
2. The newly-detected MHOs and previously discovered HH
objects enable us to discern 20 outflows from which 15 are
bipolar and five are monopolar. We have also detected a fur-
ther 8 possible outflows of which two are bipolar and six are
monopolar.
3. We were also able to identify the driving sources of many
of the outflows with high certainty using positional and
colour-colour analysis. Of the 18 identified sources two drive
multiple, almost perpendicular outflows, suggesting a mul-
tiple system of young stars in each case. All but a hand-
ful of sources have the distinct colours of embedded pro-
tostars prescribed to the Class I evolutionary phase. Three of
the sources are undetected at near- and mid-infrared wave-
lengths, suggesting a Class 0 protostellar phase. We also sug-
gest that the protostellar population present in this star for-
mation region differs slightly from that of Taurus-Auriga, in
the sense that our objects are possibly more energetic and/or
more massive.
4. Both FU Ori outburst type stars drive significant bipolar out-
flows. Our analysis suggest a connection between outflow
ejection and repetitive FU Ori outburst events.
5. Consideration of the multi-waveband photometry, combined
with the outflow information described in detail in this pa-
per, suggests that the star-formation in the Braid Nebula
Star Formation region is progressing from LDN 1003 in the
West/South-West to LDN 1004 in the East/South-East.
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Appendix A: Individual Molecular Hydrogen emission-line Objects
Our analysis of the entire one-square-degree field (Fig. 1) has revealed more than 200 individual H2 1-0 S(1) emission line knots,
bow shocks, and spikes which we group into 37 MHOs according to their positions and overall morphology. The MHO numbers
from 900 to 936 were assigned according to the rising RA of each feature. In Table A.1 we list the names and coordinates of the
detected MHOs in the first, second and third columns, respectively. Columns four and five list the observed and de-reddened fluxes
for each MHO. Column six records the visual extinction (AV ) obtained from the extinction map of the region presented in Fig. 5.
Column seven and eight describe the morphology and list any Herbig-Haro (HH) objects associated with the 37 individual MHOs.
Table A.1. MHOs detected and identified in our survey
MHO RA Dec Flux(W/m2)×10−17 AV Morphology HH Assoc.
# (2000) (2000) obs. dered.
900 20:58:07.7 +52:48:59 51.28 51.92 0.12 irregular . . .
901A 20:58:21.7 +52:27:33 2.07 2.66 2.43 tip of the bow HH 382E
901B 20:58:21.9 +52:27:39 3.70 4.75 2.43 wings of the bow HH 382E
901C 20:58:22.7 +52:27:48 2.07 2.68 2.50 compact . . .
901D 20:58:22.4 +52:27:54 4.75 6.15 2.51 compact HH 382F
902A 20:58:24.5 +52:17:18 14.85 15.10 0.16 bright & compact HH 382
902B 20:58:25.2 +52:18:10 4.20 4.27 0.16 faint knot . . .
902C 20:58:26.4 +52:18:29 44.32 45.24 0.20 bright bow-like . . .
902D 20:58:26.9 +52:17:59 4.64 4.75 0.23 compact HH 382D
903 20:58:45.5 +52:22:48 38.04 51.94 3.02 diffuse pair . . .
904A 20:58:46.3 +52:05:34 3.05 3.17 0.38 faint & diffuse . . .
904B 20:58:49.9 +52:06:17 2.95 3.08 0.41 faint & diffuse . . .
905 20:58:56.1 +52:30:41 3.04 5.29 5.37 compact, bow-like . . .
906A 20:58:55.1 +52:34:59 4.41 6.01 3.00 faint & diffuse HH 380F
906B 20:59:02.6 +52:35:45 21.66 26.35 1.90 diffuse HH 380B(?)
906C 20:59:08.3 +52:36:35 10.82 13.49 2.14 extended, bow-like HH 380C
907A 20:59:05.1 +52:29:18 1.53 2.83 5.95 faint & compact . . .
907B 20:59:06.7 +52:29:52 73.23 127.03 5.34 complex bow shock HH 970
908A 20:59:05.9 +52:22:32 15.44 21.63 3.27 right, compact bow . . .
908B 20:59:07.8 +52:22:30 157.98 217.51 3.10 right & compact . . .
908C 20:59:08.6 +52:22:27 7.77 10.47 2.89 compact pair of bows . . .
908D 20:59:11.0 +52:22:29 4.87 6.42 2.68 compact pair of knots HH 974B(?)
909A 20:59:10.5 +52:33:04 2.91 3.60 2.07 faint shock front . . .
909B 20:59:09.5 +52:33:27 5.28 6.22 1.59 compact knot . . .
909C 20:59:08.8 +52:33:39 2.51 3.07 1.94 broken bow . . .
910A 20:59:11.9 +52:34:12 129.79 143.45 0.97 complex bow shock HH 380(A)
910B 20:59:15.2 +52:34:19 5.74 6.24 0.81 faint, diffuse flow . . .
910C 20:59:14.9 +52:35:10 2.67 2.98 1.05 faint bow-like HH 380E
911 20:59:46.3 +52:33:09 80.50 141.53 5.47 very bright bow HH 627
912A 20:59:51.3 +52:16:29 154.55 200.43 2.52 complex of bow shocks . . .
912B 20:59:56.7 +52:17:13 7.04 9.51 2.92 bright knot . . .
913A 20:59:50.3 +52:40:38 11.99 16.10 2.86 bright & compact HH 675
913B 20:59:51.3 +52:40:34 8.38 11.26 2.86 broken bow . . .
913C 20:59:53.5 +52:39:59 5.97 8.31 3.21 diffuse, bow-like . . .
914A 21:00:08.6 +52:25:55 41.61 76.08 5.85 bright & complex . . .
914B 21:00:08.5 +52:26:07 7.29 13.71 6.12 diffuse . . .
915A 21:00:03.8 +52:17:28 5.63 7.61 2.92 shock front . . .
915B 21:00:06.9 +52:18:01 5.39 7.37 3.03 chain of faint bows . . .
915C 21:00:11.7 +52:18:25 16.97 26.31 4.25 chain of knots . . .
915D 21:00:15.4 +52:19:02 3.20 5.42 5.10 faint knot . . .
916 21:00:10.9 +52:29:01 7.78 15.85 6.90 pair of faint knots HH 629(?)
917 21:00:12.1 +52:27:15 8.25 16.42 6.67 compact bow shock HH 670
918 21:00:12.1 +52:22:42 4.69 8.48 5.74 faint & diffuse . . .
919A 21:00:18.2 +52:28:07 7.29 15.24 7.15 bright & compact HH 631E
919B 21:00:19.2 +52:27:53 3.17 6.61 7.12 compact HH 631D
920A 21:00:18.5 +52:25:55 24.59 46.23 6.12 complex bow shock HH 630A
920B 21:00:16.1 +52:26:04 4.10 7.71 6.12 faint & diffuse . . .
921A 21:00:22.8 +52:26:22 24.59 48.63 6.61 complex bow shock HH 977
921B 21:00:23.1 +52:26:46 3.00 6.02 6.75 faint shock . . .
921C 21:00:20.7 +52:26:41 1.50 2.93 6.48 faint & diffuse . . .
922A 21:00:28.9 +52:20:25 5.93 10.00 5.07 faint, extended bow . . .
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Table A.1. continued.
MHO RA Dec Flux(W/m2)×10−17 AV Morphology HH Assoc.
# (2000) (2000) obs. dered.
922B 21:00:32.4 +52:21:02 30.72 51.67 5.04 broken bow shock . . .
922C 21:00:38.3 +52:21:28 139.44 227.37 4.74 pair of bright bows . . .
923A 21:00:30.5 +52:29:26 13.84 24.56 5.56 compact bow shock HH 448A
923B 21:00:31.7 +52:29:18 50.61 92.16 5.81 group of shocks HH 448B,D
923C 21:00:36.2 +52:29:36 42.63 67.67 4.48 complex bow shock HH 448G
923D 21:00:37.6 +52:29:24 79.95 123.81 4.24 complex bow shocks HH 448I
924 21:00:42.5 +52:31:43 30.15 41.77 3.16 bright, compact bow HH 635A
925 21:00:42.7 +52:25:11 9.24 15.75 5.17 bright & compact HH 633
926A 21:00:37.7 +52:28:25 1.49 2.52 5.11 compact & faint HH 634A
926B 21:00:41.4 +52:27:43 57.83 95.57 4.87 complex bow shock HH 634B
926C 21:00:48.7 +52:26:49 5.68 8.79 4.23 bright shock front HH 634C
927A 21:00:52.0 +52:33:27 10.00 13.18 2.68 chain of knots HH 635B
927B 21:00:56.0 +52:33:50 5.21 6.48 2.11 faint bow shock HH 635C
928 21:01:58.8 +52:29:37 3.80 6.50 5.20 faint pair of shocks . . .
929A 21:01:57.1 +52:29:00 5.28 10.50 6.66 faint & diffuse . . .
929B 21:01:59.3 +52:28:56 5.91 11.69 6.61 faint knot . . .
930A 21:02:02.3 +52:28:44 11.88 24.58 7.05 faint shock . . .
930B 21:02:02.3 +52:28:38 4.68 9.68 7.05 faint & diffuse . . .
930C 21:02:00.9 +52:28:08 5.83 12.89 7.69 faint & diffuse . . .
931 21:02:02.8 +52:19:24 13.86 30.48 7.64 faint, bow like shock . . .
932A 21:02:03.5 +52:20:07 30.35 69.70 8.06 complex group of knots . . .
932B 21:02:02.6 +52:20:06 25.09 59.49 8.37 diffuse & extended . . .
932C 21:02:02.2 +52:19:53 4.87 11.35 8.20 faint knot . . .
933A 21:02:09.9 +52:28:17 9.38 19.69 7.19 bright shock . . .
933B 21:02:17.7 +52:27:23 4.30 10.24 8.41 faint, bow-like . . .
934 21:02:10.7 +52:35:57 13.95 15.23 0.85 pair of bow shocks HH 978
935A 21:02:08.3 +52:29:32 2.12 3.57 5.04 faint & diffuse . . .
935B 21:02:11.8 +52:30:38 2.10 3.00 3.47 faint bow shock . . .
936 21:02:21.7 +52:26:09 28.46 65.84 8.13 bright group of knots . . .
Appendix B: Multi-waveband data of the sources
The driving sources of the MHOs listed in Table A.1 are presented in Table B.1. Here we list the appropriate IDs from the 2MASS,
AKARI/IRC, MSX6C, AKARI/FIS, IRAS and CSO 1.1mm (Aspin et al. 2011) catalogues. Table B.2 lists the near to mid-infrared
photometric magnitudes and colour indices for the same set of outflow sources (see also Figs. 9 and 10).
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Table B.1. Multi-waveband Source Associations
Source 2MASS AKARI/IRC MSX6C AKARI/FIS IRASa CSO 1.1mm
Name ID ID ID ID ID ID
Z20566+5213 . . . . . . . . . . . . Z20566+5213 . . .
V2494Cyg 20582109+5229277 2058211+522927 G091.6383+04.4007 2058198+522930 I20568+5217 G091.638+04.398 (#37)
I20573+5221 20585009+5232543 2058500+523255 G091.7301+04.3831 2058498+523312 I20573+5221 G091.741+04.377 (#47)
CN5 20590419+5221448 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
core #44 . . . . . . . . . 2059087+523221 . . . G091.742+04.338 (#44)
I20575+5210 . . . . . . . . . 2059066+522228 I20575+5210 G091.626+04.234 (#18)
CN4 20590895+5222392 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CN6N 20594000+5234361 2059400+523436 . . . . . . R20581+5222 . . .
CN6(core #51) 20594071+5234135 2059408+523414 G091.8313+04.2995 2059430+523355 R20581+5222 G091.838+04.341 (#51)
R20582+5221 20594619+5233216 2059462+523322 G091.8296+04.2799 . . . R20582+5221 . . .
I20583+5228 20595184+5240205 2059518+524020 G091.9269+04.3452 2059513+524021 I20583+5228 G091.926+04.343 (#54)
CN3N 21000376+5234290 2100038+523430 G091.8730+04.2583 . . . I20585+5222 . . .
Cyg 19 21001159+5218172 . . . . . . 2100124+521831 . . . G091.689+04.064 (#7)
CN2 21001656+5226230 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CN8 21001903+5227281 2100191+522728 . . . . . . . . . . . .
IRAS 15N 21002140+5227094 2100215+522710 . . . 2100217+522712 I20588+5215 G091.808+04.142 (#30)
I20588+5221 21002143+5222570 2100215+522258 G091.7575+04.0988 . . . I20588+5221 G091.759+04.106 (#20)
V2495 Cyg . . . 2100253+523017 . . . 2100249+523018 . . . G091.861+04.172 (#39)
CN1 21003517+5233244 2100352+523324 . . . . . . I20590+5221 . . .
core #33 . . . 2100388+522757 . . . 2100387+522753 . . . G091.855+04.119 (#33)
IRAS 14 21004237+5226007 2100423+522600 . . . 2100422+522552 I20591+5214 G091.835+04.087 (#24)
21015977+5220127 21015977+5220127 2101598+522013 G091.8861+03.8801 . . . . . . . . .
I21005+5217 21020547+5228544 2102055+522854 G092.0055+03.9642 2102042+522858 I21005+5217 . . .
HD 200594 21022391+5234328 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Notes. This table contains the multi-waveband source identifications for all outflow driving sources discussed in the text. (a) The letters in front of
IRAS sources denote: I = IRAS PSC Version 2.0 (IPAC 1986), R = IRAS PS Reject Catalogue Infrared Astronomical Satellite (IRAS) Catalogs
(2007) and Z = IRAS Faint Source Reject Catalogue (Moshir et al. 2008).
Table B.2. Near to Mid-Infrared Photometry
Source J H K S9Wa L18Wa J - H H - K J - K K - S9W K - L18W
Name [mag] [mag] [mag] [mag] [mag] [mag] [mag] [mag] [mag] [mag]
Z20566+5213 17.30 ±0.03 15.94 ±0.03 15.14 ±0.03 . . . . . . 1.37±0.04 0.79±0.04 2.16±0.04 . . . . . .
V2494Cyg 11.54±0.03 9.81±0.03 8.31±0.02 2.02±0.50 -0.72±0.54 1.73±0.04 1.51±0.03 3.24±0.04 6.28±0.50 9.63±0.60
I20573+5221 13.62±0.03 11.30±0.02 9.73±0.02 6.22±0.03 3.37±0.08 2.32±0.03 1.57±0.03 3.89±0.03 3.51±0.04 6.37±0.08
CN5 14.49±0.04 13.08±0.03 12.19±0.03 . . . . . . 1.42±0.04 0.89±0.04 2.30±0.05 . . . . . .
core #44 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
I20575+5210 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CN4 13.28±0.03 12.05±0.02 11.32±0.03 . . . . . . 1.23±0.03 0.73±0.03 1.96±0.04 . . . . . .
CN6N 14.57±0.03 10.61±0.02 8.66±0.02 7.04±0.01 . . . 3.95±0.04 1.95±0.03 5.90±0.04 1.63±0.02 . . .
CN6(core #51) 15.21±0.06 13.03±0.03 11.32±0.03 5.99±0.02 3.66±0.04 2.18±0.07 1.71±0.04 3.89±0.07 5.33±0.04 7.66±0.05
R20582+5221 13.34±0.02 11.94±0.02 11.07±0.02 6.58±0.02 3.86±0.04 1.40±0.03 0.87±0.03 2.27±0.03 4.49±0.03 7.23±0.05
I20583+5228 14.48±0.04 12.29±0.02 10.97±0.02 6.17±0.03 3.24±0.07 2.19±0.04 1.34±0.03 3.52±0.04 4.80±0.03 7.73±0.07
CN3N 13.32±0.03 11.26±0.02 9.99±0.02 6.03±0.02 4.10±0.07 2.06±0.03 1.27±0.03 3.33±0.03 3.96±0.03 5.89±0.08
Cyg 19 11.38±0.02 10.48±0.02 10.02±0.02 . . . . . . 0.91±0.03 0.46±0.02 1.37±0.03 . . . . . .
CN2 12.60±0.02 11.47±0.02 10.67±0.02 . . . . . . 1.13±0.03 0.80±0.03 1.93±0.03 . . . . . .
CN8 11.69±0.02 10.63±0.02 9.81±0.02 5.85±0.05 3.38±0.12 1.06±0.03 0.82±0.03 1.88±0.03 3.96±0.05 6.43±0.12
IRAS 15N 11.15±0.03 10.23±0.03 9.40±0.04 4.02±0.11 1.16±1.38 0.94±0.04 0.82±0.05 1.75±0.05 5.38±0.11 8.24±1.38
I20588+5221 20.96±0.50 16.92±0.05 14.03±0.04 6.10±0.01 3.83±0.05 4.04±0.50 2.89±0.07 6.93±0.50 7.93±0.04 10.20±0.07
V2495Cyg 13.57±0.02 11.48±0.02 10.29±0.02 4.66±0.03 1.64±0.15 2.09±0.03 1.20±0.03 3.28±0.03 5.63±0.03 8.65±0.15
CN1 15.27±0.06 13.86±0.04 12.52±0.03 . . . 4.22±0.08 1.41±0.07 1.34±0.05 2.75±0.07 . . . 8.30±0.08
core #33 21.94±0.50 21.21±0.50 15.25±0.02 7.01±0.01 4.34±0.04 0.73±0.71 5.95±0.50 6.69±0.50 8.24±0.02 10.91±0.04
IRAS 14 20.43±0.50 16.91±0.02 14.22±0.09 . . . 4.62±0.12 3.52±0.50 2.69±0.09 6.21±0.51 . . . 9.60±0.15
21015977+5220127 12.05±0.02 9.17±0.02 7.79±0.02 6.57±0.01 . . . 2.88±0.03 1.37±0.03 4.26±0.03 1.22±0.03 . . .
I21005+5217 13.46±0.02 11.70±0.02 10.52±0.02 4.73±0.06 1.77±0.41 1.76±0.03 1.18±0.03 2.94±0.03 5.79±0.06 8.75±0.41
HD 200594 8.67±0.03 8.70±0.02 8.69±0.02 . . . . . . -0.03±0.04 0.01±0.03 -0.03±0.03 . . . . . .
Notes. Near to mid-infrared magnitudes and colour-colour differences used in Figs. 9 and 10 for the sources listed in Table B.1. In cases (highlighted
in bold text) when the 2MASS PSC has no identifiable source we used our WFCAM J, H and K band data to calculate the magnitudes and/or
magnitude limits at 1σ level. (a) Mid-infrared AKARI/IRC 9 and 18µm fluxes from all-sky survey catalogue (Ishihara et al. 2010) converted into
magnitudes.
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Appendix C: Individual Outflow Regions
C.1. IRAS 20566+5217 (V2494 Cyg) region
Figure C.1 presents the immediate surroundings of
IRAS 20568+5217 (HH 381 IRS), which was suggested as
the driving source of several Herbig-Haro (HH) objects (Devine
et al. 1997). IRAS 20568+5217 is also associated with a conical
reflection nebula and has been shown to host an FU Ori type
eruptive variable star (Aspin et al. 2009). This lead to the V2494
Cyg designation (Kazarovets et al. 2011). Our near-infrared
colour-colour analysis (Fig. 9) confirms the very young stellar
nature of V2494 Cyg.
An optical bipolar outflow (HH 965) has also been reported
about 3 arcminutes to the south-west of V2494 Cyg (Magakian
et al. 2010). An embedded star found midway between the bow
shocks that comprise HH 965 has been proposed as the driving
source; the IRAS HiRes-processed data reveals a 25µm peak at
the position of this source (Fig. C.1 right panel), which is re-
ferred to as Z20566+5213 in the IRAS faint source reject cat-
alogue (Moshir et al. 2008). The near-infrared colours of this
object (Fig. 9) are consistent with an embedded CTTS, perhaps
even a low-mass pre-main-sequence (PMS) star. This would ex-
plain the non-detection of the source in the mid-infrared. We
identify Z20566+5213 as the driving source of the HH 965 out-
flow.
There are several other HH knots and bow shocks observed
in the close proximity of V2494 Cyg (Fig. C.1 left panel). While
HH 381C belongs to the MHO 900 - 904 north-south bipolar out-
flow (Table 1), HH 381A and B are likely being driven by a
source situated in the north-east (Magakian et al. 2010).
C.2. HH 380A region
Figure C.2 shows the region around HH 380A and B, which were
previously thought to belong to a single NE-SW outflow orig-
inating from V2494 Cyg (known at that time as HH 381 IRS)
(Devine et al. 1997). Recently, however, Magakian et al. (2010)
detected additional HH objects which support the existence of a
number of outflows and therefore multiple driving sources (also
theorised by Devine et al. (1997)). Our near-infrared data reveal
numerous additional outflow features which, in conjunction with
our multi-waveband data analysis, leads to a clear picture of the
situation in this Figure.
IRAS 20573+5221 appears to be the driving source of a
bipolar outflow evident as MHO 906 on one side and HH 968
on the other (Fig. C.2). The HH 968 lobe may extend as far
as HH 381A and B (shown in Fig. C.1). IRAS 20573+5221 is
identified as an embedded CTTS in our colour-colour analy-
sis (Fig. 9); it also coincides with the CSO 1.1mm core #47
(Aspin et al. 2011). This core is part of an extended dust con-
tinuum emission structure that connects with core #44. Both
cores are only evident in far-infrared and millimetre wave
data (Appendix B). Core #44 coincides with an extended IRAS
100µm emission seen in the background (as red on Fig. C.2 right
panel) and appears to be driving a 1.4pc-long bipolar outflow
comprising MHO 907, 909 and 910A. By contrast, the IRAS 25
and 60µm emission peaks, labelled in Fig. C.2 as I20575+5218
and R20573+52196, are situated on the outskirts of core #44.
This positional discrepancy is most likely the cause of the
R20573+5219 source rejection. Careful inspection suggests that
the source R20573+5219 may be connected with the yet uniden-
6 From the IRAS point source reject catalogue - Infrared
Astronomical Satellite (IRAS) Catalogs (2007)
tified 1.1mm sub-core (not labeled) in #44 extended structure
which can be clearly seen on the Fig. C.2.
The region also contains several outflow features which also
deserve mentioning. HH 969 resembles a bow-shock which ap-
pears to be driven from a source associated with core #44
or one of the IRAS peaks (I20575+5218 or R20573+5219).
MHO 905 (cf. Appendix D) is most likely the terminating bow
of an outflow driven from the SW. Finally, MHO 910B and
910C are aligned with HH 968 and therefore may be associated
with IRAS 20573+5221. This could be explained with a strong
precession and/or possible existence of binary component and
therefore would support the original assumption of NE-SW out-
flow by Devine et al. (1997).
C.3. CN4 and CN5 region
Figure C.3 shows the area that includes the CN4 and CN5
cometary nebulae, as well as several HH objects discovered re-
cently by Magakian et al. (2010). Both nebulae have been sug-
gested as the driving sources of the HH objects. Their near-
infrared colours suggest that they are mildly embedded CTTS
objects (Fig. 9), although further spectroscopic study is needed
further clarify their true nature. Based on the near-infrared H2 1-
0 S(1) line observations and multicolour photometry presented
in this paper, we are able to suggest an alternative scenario.
The area is host to a prominent IRAS source, IRAS
20575+5210 (Fig. C.3 right panel). IRAS 20575+5210 also co-
incides with the CSO 1.1mm core #18 (Aspin et al. 2011), which
encompasses both CN4 and CN5. Magakian et al. (2010) sug-
gest that CN4 is the driving source of HH 974A and HH 974B,
but the most likely candidate appears to be IRAS 20575+5210,
which is only detected at far-infrared and millimetre wave-
lengths (Appendix B). In fact, this source appears to be driv-
ing a bipolar outflow consisting of MHO 903, 908 and HH 974
(Fig. C.3).
The same can be said about CN5 which was originally
thought to be the driving source of HH 973 (Magakian et al.
2010). However, our analysis suggests that HH 973, together
with HH 972 and HH 971, comprise yet another bipolar out-
flow (Fig. C.3, Table 5) that is driven by IRAS 20575+5210. It
is likely that we are dealing with a multiple protostellar system
embedded in a cold dust cloud identified as IRAS 20575+5210.
C.4. MHO 911
Figure C.4 shows the region around MHO 911 and the opti-
cal knots that comprise HH 627, which were first detected
by Movsessian et al. (2003). The overall bow-shock shape of
MHO 911 suggests that it is driven by a source situated to the
NW, where the CSO 1.1mm core #51 is located (Aspin et al.
2011). Core #51 appears to be associated with the 60µm IRAS
emission feature R20581+5222; core #51 also peaks 10-20′′ to
the SE of the cometary nebula CN6. CN6 was reported to host an
embedded CTTS (Aspin et al. 2009); our colour-colour analysis
confirms this interpretation (Fig. 9). We therefore identify CN6
as the driving source of MHO 911 (HH 627) (Magakian et al.
2010). CN6N is not thought to be associated with MHO 911,
nor with R20581+5222: our colour analysis suggests that it is a
background source, possibly an early-M type giant star (Fig. 9).
Identifying driving sources for the other shock features in
Figure C.4 is more difficult. IRAS R20582+5221 coincides with
the 2MASS source 20594619+5233216, which has the colours
of an embedded CTTS (it is labelled R20582+5221 on Fig. 9).
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Fig. C.1. Colour-composite images of the area that includes IRAS 20568+5217, V2494 Cyg and numerous other related features.
Contours show the CSO 1.1mm data with values 40, 60, 80, 100, 140 and 180 mJy. The hashed numbers are the designated CSO
cores from Aspin et al. (2011). The left panel is a composite of the optical [SII] (blue), Hα (green) and near-infrared H2 1-0 S(1)
(red) line data, where the incomplete coverage in [SII] causes the vertical stripe artefact. The solid-line and dashed-line arrows show
the propagation direction of the confirmed and questionable outflows, respectively. The dashed line ellipse in this case indicates
the extent of the MHO 901 sub-knots. The right panel shows the same area constructed from IRAS HiRes 25µm (blue), 60µm
(green) and 100µm (red) bands, where the positions of known HH objects, MHOs and sources from the AKARI survey (Tab. B.1)
are marked and explained in the legend. The dashed-line circles indicate the apparent extend of the sources discussed in the text.
This object could therefore be associated with some of the
HH knots. Based on close inspection of the HH morpholo-
gies, we suggest that at least HH 627C and D are driven by
R20582+5221. The position of HH 627B suggests that it could
also be driven by R20582+5221, although CN6 is also a candi-
date if HH 627B and MHO 911 (HH 627A) are parts of the same
shock front.
C.5. MHO 913
Figure C.5 shows a new 0.2pc-long bipolar outflow originating
from IRAS 20583+5228, which coincides with the CSO 1.1mm
core #54. The NW lobe of this bipolar outflow has been detected
in the optical and labelled HH 975 (Magakian et al. 2010), while
the SW counter-lobe has only been observed in the near-infrared.
Our colour-colour analysis confirms the YSO nature of IRAS
20583+5228 (Fig. 9), which is clearly the driving source of this
outflow.
C.6. Braid (V2495 Cyg) region
The centre of our survey field (cf. Fig. 1) has been studied pre-
viously by Movsessian et al. (2003), although incomplete cov-
erage in H2 1-0 S(1) emission limited their ability to identify
outflows and their driving sources. Here, with the aid of wider-
field near-IR observations and archival photometric data, we are
more successful in understanding the situation.
Figure C.6 shows the immediate vicinity of the Braid Nebula
overlaid with CSO 1.1mm emission contours (Aspin et al. 2011).
The 1.1mm data clearly outline the densest regions (the cores)
which most likely host the driving sources of the numerous out-
flows detected.
The Braid Nebula star, which coincides with core #39 and a
faint IRAS HiRes source, is identified as an FU Ori type outburst
star (Movsessian et al. 2006). It has recently received the desig-
nation V2495 Cyg (Kazarovets et al. 2011). V2495 Cyg drives
a bipolar outflow that is traced by HH 635 in the NE and HH
629 in the SW. The apparent asymmetry of the bipolar outflow
is most likely caused by the presence of dense, cold dust to the
NE (Fig. C.6).
As can be seen from Fig. C.6, one of the most prominent
sources in the region is IRAS 20588+5215 (IRAS 15), which
coincides with the CSO 1.1mm core #30. Since the IRAS emis-
sion associated with this source is quite extended, it encom-
passes several sources which we will discuss separately for the
sake of clarity. Optical and near-infrared observation reveal two
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Fig. C.2. Similar to Fig. C.1 but for the area that includes HH 380A (MHO 910A).
Fig. C.3. Similar to Fig. C.1 but for the area covering the CN4 and CN5.
stars (IRAS 15N and IRAS 15S) in the vicinity of the IRAS er-
ror ellipse. IRAS 15N was spectroscopically studied by Aspin
et al. (2009) who concluded that it is a highly active accreting
CTTS with a significant K-band thermal excess. Our analysis
suggest that IRAS 15N is driving at least one bipolar outflow
spanning from MHO 914 to 923 (HH 448, RNO 127). IRAS 15N
might be responsible for two other bipolar outflows, traced by
MHO 920 to HH 631 and by MHO 921 to 919, as shown in
Fig. C.6. IRAS 15S, by contrast, was found to be a foreground
object. A near-IR spectrum obtained toward IRAS 15S does con-
tain H2 emission (Aspin et al. 2009); we suggest that this could
be caused by the superimposition of outflow features emanated
from IRAS 15N.
The CN2 and CN8 cometary nebulae are situated within the
extent of IRAS 15 (cf. Fig. C.6). Our colour-colour analysis in-
dicates that both are CTTSs (Fig. 9). Magakian et al. (2010) sug-
gest that CN2 drives the outflow traced by MHO 917 and HH
630. This seems likely given the positional placement of the de-
tected outflow features. There is no mid-infrared emission de-
tected towards CN2, though this could be due to the AKARI/IRC
detection limits (50mJy ∼ 7.6 mag at 9µm). Near-IR spectro-
scopic data presented by Aspin et al. (2009) suggests that at one
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Fig. C.4. Similar to Fig. C.1 but for the area around MHO 911 (HH 627).
Fig. C.5. Similar to Fig. C.1 but for the MHO 913 outflow.
stage CN8 drew wide-angle molecular outflow (Magakian et al.
2010) suggesting a different scenario for the MHO 919 origin.
The area presented in Fig. C.6 is also host to a prominent
optical and near-infrared flow, MHO 926 (HH 634). MHO 926
consists of a chain of well-defined bows connecting with
MHO 923A and B (Movsessian et al. 2003). It seems clear
that the bipolar outflow MHO 926 to 923A,B is being powered
by a source associated with the 1.1mm core #33. This driving
source is detected in the AKARI/IRC and AKARI/FIS cata-
logues (Appendix B). Moreover, the near-IR colours of this ob-
ject (J - H = 6.09 and H - K = 5.95; not shown on Fig. 9) in-
dicate that it is deeply embedded. It is interesting to note that
the MHO 923/926 outflow appears to terminate in the outskirts
of the core that hosts V2495 Cyg (core #39). This could simply
be due to increased extinction as the flow drills into or passes
behind core #39.
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Fig. C.6. Similar to Fig. C.1 but for the area around the V2495 Cyg (Braid Nebula).
There are several other monopolar flows in the area which
deserve mentioned. IRAS 20591+5214 (IRAS 14) drives a short
flow represented by MHO 925 (HH 633) (Movsessian et al.
2003). The source itself has the typical colours of a Class II YSO
or possibly a Class I protostar.
IRAS 20590+5221 or the associated cometary nebula CN1
was classified as an accreting CTTS star (Aspin et al. 2009)
which drives HH 632 (Magakian et al. 2010). Unfortunately we
did not detect any near-infrared H2 1-0 S(1) line features associ-
ated with this outflow, although our colour analysis does confirm
the YSO nature of CN1 (Fig. 9).
Finally, the monopolar flow, HH 628, is driven by an embed-
ded CTTS object, CN3N (IRAS 20585+5222).
C.7. Cyg 19 region
Figure C.7 shows the area around Cyg 19, an Hα star first re-
ported by Melikian & Karapetian (1996). Our near-infrared H2
line survey revealed a 2.3pc-long (Table 1) bipolar outflow com-
prising MHO 912, 915 and 922. Each MHO represents a chain of
bows and arcs. Cyg 19 is situated on the axis that defines the lobe
and counter-lobe of this bipolar outflow. It could be the driving
source of this flow, although its near-infrared colours and spec-
troscopy (Aspin et al. 2009) suggest that it is a mildly embedded
dwarf star. The presence of curving nebulosity around Cyg 19
indicates an outflow cavity seen close to pole-on that is illumi-
nated by scattered light. This nebulosity, together with the de-
tection of Hα emission (Melikian & Karapetian 1996), indicates
that Cyg 19 could be a sporadically accreting YSO (Aspin et al.
2009). Although the CSO 1.1mm core #7 does not coincide ex-
actly with Cyg 19, there is faint extended IRAS emission towards
this source. The former could be due to the positional uncertainty
of the CSO 1.1mm data (Aspin et al. 2011), or the 1.1mm data
could indicate the true location of the MHO 912/915/922 bipolar
outflow driving source.
About 4 arc-minutes north we identify a faint H2 feature,
MHO 918 (Fig. C.7), which could be driven from either CSO
1.1mm core #14 or core #20 (Aspin et al. 2011). Core #20 is
perhaps the most likely source, since it coincides with IRAS
20588+5221. There is also a star in the centre of core #20 de-
tected in the near- and mid-infrared with colours typical of a
heavily embedded protostar (possibly a Class I source; Fig. 9).
C.8. IRAS 21005+5217 region
Figure C.8 illustrates the area containing MHO 928, 929, 930,
933 and 936. Our analysis suggest that there are two bipo-
lar, almost perpendicular outflows emanating from IRAS
21005+5217. One spans from MHO 930 to 935 while the other
includes MHO 933 and 928. It is possible that the NW side of the
second flow also contains MHO 929 if this outflow is precess-
ing (Table 1). Our near-infrared colour-colour analysis (Fig. 9)
suggests that IRAS 21005+5217 is an embedded CTTS or pos-
sibly a younger object. This source is prominent in the IRAS
HiRes 100µm data (Fig. C.8). However, there is no CSO 1.1mm
core associated with IRAS 21005+5217 (within the 3σ detection
limit Aspin et al. 2011). This may be explained by an absence of
dust and gas, due to the presence of a high energy intermediate
or high mass source.
There are two other 1.1mm cores in Fig. C.8, which could
be the driving sources of MHO 936. The location and the overall
morphology of MHO 936 suggests that it has been driven from
core #26.
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Fig. C.7. Similar to Fig. C.1 but for the Cyg 19 region.
Fig. C.8. Similar to Fig. C.1 but for the IRAS 21005+5217 region.
C.9. MHO 931 and 932
Figure C.9 shows the region where MHO 931 and 932 are
located. The morphology of these objects suggests differ-
ent outflow directions as indicated by the arrows. MHO 931
might originate from a source to the north-west, while
MHO 932 might be driven from the south-west. The bright star
2MASS 21015977+5220127 evident in this figure has no appar-
ent morphological feature which might suggest that it is the driv-
ing source of the objects. Moreover, our colour-colour analysis
suggests that it is a background source (Fig. 9). The presence of
these two MHOs – 931 and 932 – in close proximity could be
explained by their encounter with the dense environment associ-
ated with CSO 1.1mm core #9.
C.10. MHO 934
MHO 934 (Fig. C.10) is situated in an area of our surveyed field
where we lack complete coverage in all optical bands (Fig. 1).
Never-the-less, it is associated with HH 978 (Magakian et al.
2010). The overall morphology of this bow shock suggests a
driving source to the SE, where HD 200594 is located. However,
the near-infrared colours of this source indicate that it is a main
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Fig. C.9. Similar to Fig. C.1 but for the area around MHO 932 and 931.
Fig. C.10. Near-infrared H2 1-0 S(1)+Continuum view of the area around MHO 934. Dashed-line arrow shows the suspected
direction of the flow.
sequence star (Fig. 9). It is therefore unlikely to be the driving
source of the MHO 934 bow shock.
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Appendix D: Details of the detected MHOs
Table D.1. Detailed descriptions of the sub-regions where MHOs (see Tab. A.1)
were identified. In each case images are presented in H2 1-0 S(1) line emission
before (left) and after (right) continuum subtraction. The positions of known
Herbig-Haro (HH) objects, Cometary Nebulae (CN) and IRAS sources are in-
dicated.
Images Description
Area including MHO 900. Despite the
overall resemblance to an edge-on disk
system with a bipolar outflow cavity we
were unable to identify any IRAS or
AKARI sources here. The system is most
likely a broken bow-shock driven from
V2494 Cyg.
Area including the MHO 901 complex co-
inciding with the optical HH 382G, F and
E knots.
Area including the MHO 902 knots which
coincide with the optical HH 382A, B and
C knots.
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Table D.1. continued.
Images Description
This sub field includes MHO 903 which is
rather diffuse in structure.
The area shows the MHO 904 knots which
belong to the outflow emanated from
V2494 Cyg. These are the most southern
knots discovered in our survey.
MHO 905 is a small bow-shock, the origin
of which is still unknown.
This is one of the knots in the MHO 906
outflow. This feature is associated with
HH 380F.
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Table D.1. continued.
Images Description
Part of the MHO 906 outflow coinciding
with HH 380B.
Last part of the MHO 906 outflow coin-
ciding with the optical feature HH 380C.
Morphologically it resembles a bow-shock
driven from the South-East. In this current
work we assume an outflow direction to the
South-West.
Area includes the MHO 907 complex bow
shock which coincides with the faint object
HH 970. IRAS 20575+5218 is unrelated to
this flow.
Region including the MHO 908 chain of
knots A to D, where knot D might be re-
lated to HH 974B. The IRAS 20575+5210
error ellipse and CN4 are marked for refer-
ence.
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Table D.1. continued.
Images Description
Area shows a chain of relatively faint knots
comprising MHO 909.
Area shows the details of MHO 910,
which is associated with the prominent
optical bow-shock HH 380(A). There is
a faint extension to the East-North-East
(MHO 910B) which could be unrelated to
this flow. MHO 910C also coincides with
HH 380E.
Region where the MHO 911 bow-shock
can be seen. This quite prominent
and compact bow also coincides with
HH 627A.
Figure shows the complex bow-shock
structure MHO 912, which is part of a
prominent bipolar outflow that is only de-
tected in the near-infrared.
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Table D.1. continued.
Images Description
Area including the compact bipolar
outflow MHO 913, emanating from
IRAS 20583+5228. Knots A and B
correspond to HH 975A and B.
Figure shows the complex bow-shock
structure of MHO 914.
Area including the MHO 915 chain of
knots emanating from Cyg 19. These are
part of a prominent near-infrared bipolar
outflow.
Region including the faint knot MHO 916
which coincides with HH 629 and em-
anates from V2495 Cyg.
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Table D.1. continued.
Images Description
The compact knot MHO 917 coinciding
with HH 670.
The faint diffuse bow-shock MHO 918.
MHO 919 knots also coinciding with the
HH 631 knots D and E.
Area including MHO 920 and 921 which
is also full of HH objects, some coincid-
ing with the near-infrared features. The
IRAS 20588+5215 (IRAS 15) error ellipse
is shown, as is the position of CN2.
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Table D.1. continued.
Images Description
Area including the extensive and rather
complex chain of bow-shocks MHO 922,
which is part of a near-infrared bipolar out-
flow.
Region showing the complex ob-
ject MHO 923, which coincides with
HH 448 and is also known as RNO 127.
MHO 926A, which coincides with
HH 634A, can also be seen in this image.
Area shows the MHO 924 bright knot
which coincides with HH 635A.
Area shows MHO 925 which coincides
with HH 633.
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Table D.1. continued.
Images Description
Area shows the MHO 926 outflow, which
also coincides with the optical HH 634 out-
flow.
Region shows the MHO 927 group of
knots and bow-shocks which coincide with
HH 635B and C. This is part of the flow
driven by V2495 Cyg.
Group of bows and knots emanating from
IRAS 21005+5217. MHO 928 and 929 are
thought to be the part of a West-to-East
or East-to-South bipolar flow. MHO 930 is
part of a bipolar outflow extending in a
SW-NE direction.
Area including MHO 932 and 931. These
two objects are thought to belong to differ-
ent flows.
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Table D.1. continued.
Images Description
Region shows the MHO 933 knots
which are thought to be driven by
IRAS 21005+5217. MHO 933 belongs to
the same bipolar outflow as MHO 928 and
929.
The area shows the MHO 934 chain of
bow-shocks which are thought to be driven
by a source somewhere in the SE.
Region shows MHO 935 which is driven
by IRAS 21005+5217. MHO 935 belongs
to the same bipolar outflow as MHO 930.
Area shows MHO 936 which has quite
a complex structure. It is thought to be
driven by a source somewhere in the
North-East.
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